INCANDESCENT MARKER LAMP

FMVSS: P2 P3 A

FEATURES:
- 4” x 2”
- 1 wire or 2 wire base
- Tested at 12.8V
- Reflective lens

MATERIAL:
- Polycarbonate lens
- ABS base

LIGHT SOURCE:
- 1 bulb, #194

REPLACEMENT LENSES:
- Replacement Lens Amber
- Replacement Lens Red
INCANDESCENT CLEARANCE/MARKER LAMP

INCANDESCENT MARKER LAMP

FMVSS: P2

FEATURES:
• 2 7/8" x 2"
• Stud mount
• 1 bare wire

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• Metal base

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 1 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

L04-0055A

INCANDESCENT MARKER LAMP

FMVSS: Horizontal  P2 P3 A
Vertical  P2 P3 PC PC2 A

FEATURES:
• 2 1/8" x 1 1/8"
• Stud mount
• 1 bare wire
• Reflective lens

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• Polycarbonate base

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 1 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

L04-0054A (not shown)
• Black Base Amber lens

1A-S-1600A

INCANDESCENT MARKER LAMP

FMVSS: P2 PC

FEATURES:
• 3.75" x 1.25"
• Standard 2-pole plug

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• ABS base

LIGHT SOURCE:
L04-0041R
• 2 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

L04-0041A
• 2 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

1A-V-1260AR
• 2 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

Fender mount only
Auxiliary
INCANDESCENT CLEARANCE/ MARKER LAMP

INCANDESCENT MARKER LAMP
FMVSS: P2 P3 PC PC2

FEATURES:
• Cab marker lamp
• 2 bare wire
• Chrome base

MATERIAL:
• PMMA lens
• ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
1A-S-1258R
• 1 bulb, #1156
• Tested at 12.8V
1A-S-1258A
• 1 bulb, #1156
• Tested at 12.8V

INCANDESCENT MARKER LAMP
FMVSS: P2 PC

FEATURES:
• Standard 2-pole plug

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• ABS housing

LIGHT SOURCE:
1A-S-1258R
• 1 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V
1A-S-1258A
• 1 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

L04-0057A (White Base)
• 1 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V
L04-0060A (Black Base)
• 1 bulb, #194
• Tested at 12.8V

KAPER DISPLAYS
Do you need an eye-catching display for your showroom? We can create a light up display specifically for your needs. Whether it be DOT Lighting, Interior RV Lighting, or our Heavy Duty Work Light line that you specialize in, we have a display to suit you.

Ask your representative about our programs.
1-800-336-2011
LED AUXILIARY LAMP
6 DIODE

FMVSS: AUXILIARY

FEATURES:
• 6 SMD diodes
• Surface screw mount

MATERIAL:
• PC lens

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 6 light emitting diodes

L16-0062
• Red light with frosted lens
• 3 bare wires

L16-0064
• White light with frosted lens
• 2 bare wires

L16-0065
• Amber light with frosted lens
• 3 bare wires

LED AUXILIARY LAMP
6 DIODE

FMVSS: AUXILIARY

FEATURES:
• 6 light emitting diodes
• Screw mount
• Frosted lens

MATERIAL:
• Polycarbonate lens
• Polycarbonate base

LIGHT SOURCE:
• 6 light emitting diodes

L14-0074R
• Red light with frosted lens
• 3 bare wires
• Tested at 12.8V

L16-0062
• Red light with frosted lens
• 2 bare wires

L16-0064
• White light with frosted lens
• 2 bare wires

L16-0065
• Amber light with frosted lens
• 3 bare wires
• Tested at 12.8V

L09-0025
• White light with frosted lens
• 2 bare wires
• Tested at 12.8V
LED SIGNAL LAMP

**FEATURES:**
- Surface Mount
- With chrome bezel

**MATERIAL:**
- ABS Plastic base
- Polycarbonate lens

**LIGHT SOURCE:**
- L03-0078
  - 48 light emitting diodes
  - Turn signal
- L15-0026
  - 40 light emitting diodes
  - Stop/Turn/Indicator
- L16-0048
  - 16 light emitting diodes
  - Auxiliary light
- L16-0144 (not shown)
  - 28 light emitting diodes
  - Reverse/Back Up

**LED MARKER LAMP**

**FEATURES:**
- 4 7/8" x 2"
- 1 bare wire
- Chrome plastic brush guard

**MATERIAL:**
- PMMA lens
- ABS housing

**LIGHT SOURCE:**
- 1A-S-20128R
  - 1 bulb, #194
- 1A-S-20128A
  - 1 bulb, #194
- L12-0161A / R
  - Replacement Lens
- L14-0057A
  - Amber LED version
  - 6 Diode
- L14-0057R
  - Red LED version
  - 6 Diode

**LED/INCANDESCENT CLEARANCE/MARKER LAMP**

**FEATURES:**
- 4 7/8" x 2"
- 1 bare wire
- Chrome plastic brush guard

**MATERIAL:**
- PMMA lens
- ABS housing

**LIGHT SOURCE:**
- 1A-S-20128R
  - 1 bulb, #194
- 1A-S-20128A
  - 1 bulb, #194
- L12-0161A / R
  - Replacement Lens
- L14-0057A
  - Amber LED version
  - 6 Diode
- L14-0057R
  - Red LED version
  - 6 Diode
BASE OPTIONS FOR
• 1A-S-1238 LAMPS
• 1A-S-1239 LAMPS
• 1A-S-1258 LAMPS

ITEMS AVAILABLE:
1A-S-1258G
• Grey ABS base
• 1 wire lead with terminal end

1A-S-1258C
• Chrome plated ABS base
• 1 wire lead with terminal end

1A-S-1258B
• Black ABS base
• 1 wire lead with terminal end

1T-G35
• Black rubber grommet

ACCESSORIES
ITEMS AVAILABLE:
WP-B1274 Bezel
• Chrome plated zinc
• Brush guard
• Screw mount

WP-BV11B Bezel
• Chrome plated plastic
• Screw mount

BASE OPTIONS FOR
• 1A-V-1240 LAMPS
• 1A-V-1250 LAMPS
• L04-0041 LAMPS

ITEMS AVAILABLE:
1A-V-12612
• Black base
• 1 bare wire

1A-V-12612-2W (not shown)
• Black base
• 2 bare wire

1A-V-12612G
• Gray base
• 1 bare wire

1A-V-12612C (not shown)
• Chrome base
• 1 bare wire

1A-V-12612C-2W (not shown)
• Chrome base
• 2 bare wire

1A-V-12612FT
• Black base
• Fender mount
• 1 bare wire - 14” lead

1A-V-12612CT
• Chrome base
• 1 wire
• Terminal end